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MAKING
YOUR TOYOTA 
MORE YOU
WITH GENUINE 
TOYOTA YARIS

ACCESSORIES



YARIS CARE PACK

BOOT LINER
Tailored to �t the boot of your vehicle 
and provide protection against dirt and spills.

FRONT & REAR MUD GUARDS
Designed to minimise water, mud and 
stones spraying onto your car’s body.

LOCK NUTS
Replacing one nut on each wheel with a 
Toyota hardened steel wheel lock will 
maximise security for your valuable alloys. 

€285.00

YARIS STYLE PACK

SIDE GARNISH
Contoured to integrate smoothly with the side of your car and create 
a powerful low pro�le appearance.

ALUMINIUM SCUFF PLATES
Genuine scu� plates for the door sills create an immediate impression 
of style while also serving a very practical purpose of protecting the 
sill paintwork.

€399.00

3 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL ACCESSORIES FITTED TO A NEW TOYOTA YARIS.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FITMENT.

YARIS COLOUR PACK (AVAILABLE IN RED* OR BLACK) * RED PACK €425.00

SIDE GARNISH
Contoured to integrate smoothly with the side of your car and create 
a powerful low pro�le appearance.

REAR GARNISH
A garnish in stylish black to add an extra element of style along the lower
edge of your car’s boot.

€380.00

YARIS CARBON PACK 

SIDE GARNISH
A garnish in a carbon look will add an extra element of style along the
lower edge of your car’s boot.

REAR GARNISH
Customise your vehicle with a carbon look, enhancing the look of your
car. Carefully designed to integrate with the contours of your car.

€490.00



TOYOTA PROTECT PACK €399.00

✓ ONE-OFF APPLICATION 
 (BODYWORK, ALLOY, FABRIC) 

✓ 5 YEARS WARRANTY

✓ PREVENT COLOUR FADING BY CUTTING 
 UV RAYS

✓ REDUCES MICRO-SCRATCHES BY 40%

✓ PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT / 
 RESIDUAL VALUE
  

BODYWORK 
PROTECTION
€360.00

ALLOY 
PROTECTION
€60.00

FABRIC
PROTECTION
€100.00

ProTect
Toyota

ADDED PROTECTION

SAVE OVER

€100
BY BUYING
A BUNDLE

The detachable towing hitch gives you ideal capacity to tow a trailer. It is 
designed for the Toyota Yaris and has a tough anti-corrosion surface 
treatment. 

TOWBAR €1,100.00

Mirror covers in a carbon look add a styling element to the exterior of 
your Yaris and emphasise the unique character of your car. Also available
in red for €99.00.

CARBON LOOK MIRROR COVERS €220.00

REAR BUMPER APRON

The rear bumper protection apron is �xed to the trunk deck with velcro.
It protects the rear bumper when unfolded.

€75.00

FRONT DASH CAM

A dashcam o�ers protection and back-up to you and your family on the
road. It can o�er a record/video evidence in the event of an accident and
advocate for your driving when faced with false or unfair liability claims.

Front and rear dashcam available for €699.00

€399.00



RUBBER FLOOR MATS (2 FRONT & 2 REAR)
Genuine tailored �t rubber �oor mats help protect your carpets 
against the very worst conditions. They are impervious to dirt, mud 
and water and can removed for easy cleaning.

YARIS PROTECTION PACK €235.00

REAR BUMPER PROTECTION PLATE
Designed to protect the rear bumper paintwork against scratching 
when sliding heavy or awkward loads into the boot. It is also 
particularly e�ective for guarding the paintwork of the boot area.

YARIS ACTIVE PACK

ROOF BIKE HOLDER
Wheels �t into a moulded pro�le, allowing the bicycle to free 
stand in an upright position. This means you can use both hands 
when securing the wheels and the frame.

€595.00

ROOF RACK
A strong yet lightweight lockable design with wing shaped bars to
reduce wind noise and streamlined clamp covers for a stylish �nish. 
It is easy to install, use and store.

TERMS & CONDITIONS: IMAGES ARE FOR DISPLAY PURPOSES ONLY. PRICES VALID FROM 1ST JANUARY 2023 TO 31ST DECEMBER 2023 SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 
PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FITMENT AND APPLY TO TOYOTA YARIS. TOYOTA IRELAND RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ADJUST PRICING WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.
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FOR THE FULL RANGE OF TOYOTA YARIS ACCESSORIES VISIT TOYOTAACCESSORIES.IE

YARIS HOLIDAY PACK €1,300.00

ROOF RACK
A strong yet lightweight lockable design with wing shaped bars to
reduce wind noise and streamlined clamp covers for a stylish �nish. 
It is easy to install, use and store.

TOYOTA ROOF BOX 
Roof boxes �tted to your car will increase versatility and practicality. 
Roof boxes are the perfect solution for families going on holiday, 
looking for more space.


